
Using our proven methodology we will provide a holistic
view of your estate, focusing on the challenges, costs,
and risks associated with adopting public cloud. This
assessment focuses on 3 main areas of adoption:

1. Creating an environment ready to receive enterprise 
workloads, including networking, security, backups, 
monitoring and identity and access

2. Migrating application services to the public cloud 
across IaaS, PaaS and SaaS

3. Ongoing operations once workloads are live.

We will then provide feedback on which applications are
suitable candidates for public cloud using our agnostic
cloud readiness service.

SCC Cloud Readiness Assessment helps 
organisations answer the most
challenging questions presented to them 
when embarking on a cloud journey.
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Features

• Agnostic analysis of your current hosting platform against the 
AWS and Azure cloud platforms

• Based on and delivered around your applications focusing on:
 - Security
 - Availability
 - Manageability
 - Performance
 - Recoverability

• Provides a RAG status report on each application with 
recommendations on next steps

• Migration strategies including:
 - Rehost – lift and shift the application as is
 - Re-platform – minor upgrades to OS or DB required
 - Re-factor – re-architect the application to take advantage of 

public cloud frameworks or functionality.

Benefits

• Save time and money by understanding what applications will 
benefit most from moving to the cloud, and any of the complexities  
involved

• Reduce risk and wastage with a tailored cost/benefit analysis on 
public cloud providers’ consumption

• Make intelligent decisions with estimated costs for the migration 
effort and timescales.

SCC’s Agnostic Cloud Readiness Assessment

We assess your application landscape and related areas, including 
financial, business, operational and environmental factors.

The output of the cloud feasibility study is a readiness report that 
provides guidance on the suitability of existing applications to move to 
public cloud, areas of potential quick wins and budgetary figures for  
migration.

• Analysis - Review of your application architecture and lifecycle 
along with the supporting infrastructure to determine events such 
as licensing position and application roadmaps

• Assess - Benchmark existing application services against design 
principles to ensure that a move to the public cloud avoids costly 
outages, maintains customer loyalty, business reputation and 
employee productivity

• Review - Feedback on an application’s suitability for public cloud 
using an easy-to-understand Red, Amber, Green (RAG) dashboard

• Architect - Provide early analysis on the most appropriate target 
architecture across IaaS, PaaS or SaaS

• Report - Provide the associated costs to create, migrate and 
operate a public cloud to meet your business needs.

Why Partner with SCC?

At SCC, we have more than 200 in-house Microsoft and AWS accredited 
architects, consultants and engineers with an extensive experience in 
designing and deploying public cloud solutions.

Our architects have years of experience with AWS and Azure, helping 
you to understand the right transformation journey for your specific 
needs. We are directly engaged with a large number of our clients 
delivering strategic and tactical implementations of the various 
components of public cloud. By choosing to work with SCC you will help 
maximise your cloud adoption through the wealth of knowledge and 
experience we have gained over our many years in cloud services.
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